Not-For-Profit Framework (NFPF)

Improved capacity management for NCIA
Support to Interoperability and Innovation in NATO
Effectiveness, Efficiency and Savings for C&I R&D/E&T
Improved NATO – EU coordination and cooperation
Four dimensions of transformation

- Government
- Academia
- Industry
- Operators

Policy
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Public
Public (NfP) / Private
Basic Environment for Simulation & Training – C&I

- Project & Service Management
- Customer / Partners Relations Management
- Requirements & Operations
- BEST – C&I Change Management
- Policy
- Scenario Development
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- Technology and Innovation
- Simulation
- Real Systems Interfaces

Federation / Integration with DNBL/CFBLNet
General questions:

1. National experience to use / manage C&I R&D/E&T with NfP organizations to support capability development and service provision
2. Improved capacity management for C&I R&F/E&T of NCIA using NfP cooperation framework
3. Innovation management, consolidation of national C&I R&D/E&T in support of capability development and service provision
4. Experience of multinational cooperation in C&I R&D/E&T of NfP organizations and possible role of NCIA
5. Synergy between National C&I R&D/E&T and support to NATO capability development / service provision in NCIA
6. Synchronization between STO, NIAG, NCIA by engaging of National NfP C&I organizations
7. NATO – EU cooperation on C&I R&D/E&T through NCIA engagement with the National NfP C&I organizations
NCIA related discussion points:

• Feasibility. Competition constrains. Pros and cons;
• Past experience and lessons learned from work with other international organizations;
• Past experience and lessons learned from work with national public and private sectors;
• Concrete solutions/operating procedures in national systems;
• Particular admin requirements (if any) on the Agency related to the volume and type the work to be outsourced (payment terms, work on-site/off-site);
• Security considerations and constraints;
• Thoughts/Suggestions.
Conclusions

• Express of interest to NfP cooperation framework
• Proposals for the modalities of NfP cooperation framework
• Expectations from the NfP cooperation framework